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English

Core Texts
The Adventures of Odysseus retold by Hugh Lupton
Writing opportunities - Diary entries, poetry, letter writing,
mythical narrative, newspaper report, explanation text,
historical recount.
SPaG- parenthesis; relative clauses; modal verbs; devices to
build cohesion within a paragraph and across paragraphs.

Science
We will be researching and investigating:
Animals including humans

Describe the changes as humans develop to old age
(compare gestation periods of other animals and humans)
Identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory
system
Describe the function of the heart, blood vessels and blood
Impact of diet, drugs exercise and lifestyle on the body
Describe the ways in which nutrients and water are transported
through the body in animals including humans

RE
Peace: compare and
contrast the concept of
peace across different
religions.
Forgiveness: the role of
forgiveness in world
religions.
PSHCE
Being Responsible
Going For Goals
Motivation; self-awareness

Computing
Word Processing- use
spellcheck; insert and
format tables; change page
layout; create hyperlinks.
Video recording and
editing-using a green
screen APP
Radio StationCreate and combine sounds
for a jingle;
Coding- Develop skills
using Scratch

Art
Mythical Creatures
Designing, drawing and
painting our own mythical
creatures (2D)
Artist: Banksy
DT
Making Bread
investigating, designing
and evaluating recipes

Year 5
Spring Term
‘Mythical,
Magical Monsters’

Mathematics
Multiplication and Division – work mentally using known
facts; multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one or two digit number
using a formal written method, divide numbers up to 4 digits by a
one digit number using a formal written method
Perimeter & Area- Measure and calculate perimeter; find
area of rectangles, compound shapes and irregular shapes
Fractions – compare and order; identify, name and write
equivalent fractions; recognise mixed numbers and improper
fractions; add, subtract and multiply; solve problems.
Decimals and Percentages- read, write, order and compare;
recognise and use thousandths; round to the nearest whole
number and to one decimal place.
Properties of Shape: measuring angles; drawing lines and angles
accurately; calculating lengths and angles; regular and irregular
polygons
History and Geography
the area of rectangle
We will be researching and learning about:
Who the Ancient Greeks were and their legacy today
Ancient Greek Democracy
Ancient Greek Olympics
Gods and Goddesses
Geographical similarities and differences of a region of the
United Kingdom and a region in a Greece.

French
‘La norriture’
Listening and responding
to topic vocabulary.
Creating sentences
independently about a
variety of topics including
food and drink.

Physical Education
Dance: use movement to
explore and communicate
ideas; create sequences.
Yoga: mindfulness and body
awareness; improving
wellbeing.
Games: Basketballdevelop key skills to maintain
and gain possession.
Hockey: learn to show
control and fluency when
dribbling, sending a ball.

Music

Style: Pop Ballads/ Hip
Hop
Listen to and appraise
pop ballads.
Find pulse, rhythm,
pitch, tone. Sing songs,
play instruments and
compose.

